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Summary
Background: Transitioning between Electronic Medical Records (EMR) can result in patient data being stranded in legacy systems with subsequent failure to provide appropriate patient care. Manual chart abstraction is labor intensive, error-prone, and difficult to institute for immunizations on a systems level in a timely fashion.

Objectives: We sought to transfer immunization data from two of our health system’s soon to be replaced EMRs to the future EMR using a single process instead of separate interfaces for each facility.

Methods: We used scripted data entry, a process where a computer automates manual data entry, to insert data into the future EMR. Using the Center for Disease Control’s CVX immunization codes we developed a bridge between immunization identifiers within our system’s EMRs. We performed a two-step process evaluation of the data transfer using automated data comparison and manual chart review.

Results: We completed the data migration from two facilities in 16.8 hours with no data loss or corruption. We successfully populated the future EMR with 99.16% of our legacy immunization data – 500,906 records – just prior to our EMR transition date. A subset of immunizations, first recognized during clinical care, had not originally been extracted from the legacy systems. Once identified, this data – 1,695 records – was migrated using the same process with minimal additional effort.

Conclusions: Scripted data entry for immunizations is more accurate than published estimates for manual data entry and we completed our data transfer in 1.2% of the total time we predicted for manual data entry. Performing this process before EMR conversion helped identify obstacles to data migration. Drawing upon this work, we will reuse this process for other healthcare facilities in our health system as they transition to the future EMR.
1. Background

As our institution was transitioning between electronic medical records (EMR), and moving to a single EMR for the health system, we were determined not to lose our accumulated immunization records by abandoning them in inactive clinical systems. Immunization records represent a critical segment of pediatric health data [1] and adult immunizations are becoming increasingly recognized as an effective method for preventing disease [2]. Delivery of appropriate preventative healthcare depends on access to comprehensive immunization records [3]. We sought to institute an efficient, reusable method for preserving legacy immunization data from two different EMRs being retired by our healthcare system, which we planned to reuse for other EMRs being retired by our health system.

We define ‘legacy immunization data’ as all the immunization records stored in any EMR that we would no longer be using once our health system transitioned to a single EMR, which we refer to as the ‘future EMR’. This data included immunizations given within our health system and immunizations given elsewhere then entered as historical data (i.e. abstracted) into a patient’s record. We considered the potential effects of not preserving the legacy data and the possible methods for transferring it to the future EMR.

Not carrying forward the legacy immunization data or “starting fresh” could lead to record fragmentation, failure to administer appropriate immunizations (inadequate immunization), and administration of unnecessary immunizations (over-immunization). Record fragmentation could make it difficult to determine the immunization status of our patients from a population health standpoint [4]. The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommends that immunizations be given in most circumstances if records cannot be located [5]. However, in practice, delay of immunization occurs while providers attempt to locate records, potentially resulting in inadequate immunization. Inadequate immunization is a leading cause of preventable infection in infants and children within the United States [6, 7]. The majority of adults in the United States are already inadequately immunized and delaying immunizations would only exacerbate this lack of protection [8]. Increased prevalence of measles [7, 9-11], varicella [12, 13], and pertussis [14, 15], have each been linked with inadequate immunization coverage.

If providers choose to immunize when prior records are unavailable, they run the risk of over-immunizing. Revaccinating already immunized patients would unnecessarily consume medical resources including clinician time and materials, could lead to out-of-pocket costs to patients [16], and could put patients at risk for complications unnecessarily [17, 18]. While immunizations are typically well-tolerated, adverse events, such as anaphylaxis, seizures, and local reactions, can occur [17, 18]. Over-immunization with tetanus, meningitis, and pneumonia vaccines is particularly associated with increased rates of adverse events [19, 20]. For most other immunizations, extra immunizations are as safe as those given on schedule [21]. Sparse evidence correlates the number of immunizations given with increasing risk of adverse events [22].

Based on the quantity of our legacy data and estimating a data entry error rate of 5% [23–25], we determined it would cost between $60,000 to $135,000 in salary for a trained healthcare worker, such as a nurse, to manually abstract and re-enter the data of 45,000 patients. Perhaps more importantly, the time to complete the abstraction was estimated as at least six months given the limited hours available from appropriately skilled staff. Even if six months were available, transferring over this time would have other complications (as six months of additional data would accumulate during data entry).

Transferring data from the legacy system to the future EMR through an interface or through a state registry would be ideal [7]. However, despite evolving EMR standards, such as HL7, electronic transfer of data remains difficult [26–29]. For transferring patient-related data, it is important to confirm that patient identifiers in both systems signify the same patient [30, 31]. Even after the patient is identified, the data from the first system may not be compatible with the second system [32]. Data identifiers are not consistently linked to code standards and need to be mapped between systems prior to data exchange [33]. For our future EMR, this would require interfaces designed for each of our legacy systems, which would be difficult given that our hospital system had six different legacy EMRs.
To decrease the expense and time required to transfer legacy immunization data we planned to complete data transfer via scripted data entry, a process by which a computer has been prepared to continually execute the algorithm for manual data entry (the ‘script’) upon a large quantity of pre-formatted records [34]. We sought to compare the error rate of our data migration to published manual data entry error rates. Consultants our organization had hired were using this process to transfer administrative data (e.g. appointment schedules) from our legacy systems but not for clinical data. Other health systems have used this approach for transferring administrative data, medication records, and allergies [35-37]. However, there are no published accounts of scripted data entry for transferring legacy immunization data.

2. Methods

This project was conducted at an approximately 1000-bed tertiary academic medical center with spectrum of ambulatory clinics utilizing legacy EMR-1 for over the past ten years. The inpatient EMR system, legacy EMR-2, has been in use since 2006. Both systems were replaced with the shared future EMR in early 2013.

In anticipation of the transition, we worked with consultants to perform the computer programming necessary to adapt their general scripted data entry process to transfer our legacy immunization data. To accomplish this project, we developed a map between immunizations in the legacy systems and the future system and readying the legacy data (system crosswalk & data preparation), leveraged our consultants experience to perform data insertion into the future system (scripted data entry), and assessed the accuracy and efficiency of the data transfer (process evaluation).

2.1 System Crosswalk & Data Preparation

To facilitate immunization data migration from the legacy systems to the future system, we first determined an appropriate code from the IIS: HL7 Standard Code Set CVX (CVX) for the legacy systems’ and the future EMR’s immunization identifiers [38]. CVX is the standard terminology for immunizations established by the CDC [38, 39]. It includes numeric codes for generic and under-specified historical vaccinations, which enhances its utility for encoding legacy immunization data [39]. By mapping both the legacy systems and the future EMR to a comprehensive standard, we avoided biases from only acknowledging the limited immunizations within each system.

All authors independently chose the CVX code thought to best characterize an immunization. Selection of CVX codes was influenced by our experience with immunizations, chart review, consulting the CDC website, and consulting state registry resources [38-40]. Through discussion, we developed consensus on what CVX code best represented each immunization and what immunization were not well represented by any CVX codes. We developed a linkage map by connecting the legacy immunization identifiers to a CVX code, which was in turn connected to the immunization code in the future EMR. We allowed multiple legacy immunizations to be associated with a single CVX code, but strived for a one-to-one relationship between CVX codes and the future EMR identifiers.

We refined our linkage map using the future system’s test environment. We created two sets of approximately 50 patients who had at least five immunizations each and as a group used each legacy immunization identifier at least once. Through chart review of the patients in the test sets, we identified immunization identifiers that would require special handling (exceptions, branch points, and exclusions) and incorporated these special relationships into the linkage map. The exceptions were immunization identifiers that could not be mapped between the EMRs using CVX codes. The branch points handled legacy immunizations which required additional information (such as the date of administration or the age of the patient) to determine the appropriate future EMR immunization identifier. The exclusions were immunization identifiers that were mapped through the CVX codes, but ultimately not included in the data migration due to concerns about data validity.

All immunization records were extracted using structured query language (SQL) from two Oracle databases that contained the legacy data. These reports were merged into a single Excel spreadsheet. Records were omitted from the data pull if they contained an invalid medical record number (MRN), belonged to an identifiable test patient, had an invalid immunization identifier, or were an-
notated in the legacy immunization record as ‘refused’, ‘no’, ‘not done’, or ‘declined’. Because the MRNs for the legacy system and the future EMR are discrete and independent unique patient identifiers, it was necessary to cross-reference MRNs between the systems using the master patient index for the health system.

Our legacy immunization data was divided into 2,448 individual files with all data for a single patient contained in the same file to facilitate the later stages of this project. The segmentation was necessary to support simultaneous data entry while preventing errors that occur with concurrent access of a single patient’s immunization record and to limit the potential effects of file corruption on our data transfer.

2.2 Scripted Data Entry

We documented the workflow for manual immunization data entry using the future EMR with screenshots and developed a flow chart for historical immunization entry (Figure 1). From this, we determined four error conditions that could arise, which are described in Table 1. We provided this documentation and the system crosswalk to our consultants to encode the manual historical immunization entry workflow as a scripted data entry process using Visual Basic.

Our consultants, from a single computer, accessed 25 server-based virtual machines using Citrix and launched separate instances of the future EMR on each virtual machine. The scripted data entry process was initiated from this computer and our immunization data was entered into the future EMR following the workflow we documented for immunization data entry. Since 25 virtual machines with separate EMR instances were used in parallel, this greatly decreased the actual time for the data migration process. This process continued with remote monitoring by our consultants until all of the segmented files had been processed.

The first complete run occurred three weeks before our facility switched clinical care between the EMRs. The process was repeated according to a pre-arranged schedule twice more two days before the EMR transition and five days after the transition to capture the new data recorded in the legacy system after the first complete run. A final subsequent data migration run was completed two months after the EMR transition to account for immunizations that had not been extracted from the legacy systems because they were not accounted for within our original query parameters.

We used a migration log to capture the disposition of the legacy immunization (transferred vs. not transferred), the total time to complete the data insertion, the machine that was running the script, and the name of the file which contained the immunization record. For records that were not transferred, the migration log also indicated the reason that the scripted data entry was unsuccessful (i.e. which error condition occurred). Using this migration log, we calculated the percent of extracted legacy data appropriately transferred into the future system and the breakdown by error type of the other records.

2.3 Process evaluation

We evaluated the scripted data entry process by using the migration log to evaluate the process efficiency and by using both the migration log and manual chart review to perform data validation. We had previously estimated (while preparing this project) a manual data entry time for immunization records in the future system using 468 historical immunization records from 21 patients, which we used as our comparison value for the scripted data entry process. We identified published estimates for manual data entry as a comparison for data validation.

Our data validation involved two steps. The first step was an automated comparison of all the extracted legacy data with the migration log, which provided the opportunity to check for skipped records and data corruption. The second step was a manual chart review using both the legacy systems and the future system. We developed a new set of 50 patients using the Microsoft Excel randomization function, stratified to include 25 patients above 18 years old and 25 patients under 18 years old. We obtained the immunization reports from the future EMR for these patients, who together had 457 immunization entries, and visually and verbally compared these to the data in the legacy systems to determine if there was any data loss or corruption.
3. Results

3.1 System Crosswalk

We successfully developed a map between the legacy immunization identifiers and the future EMR immunization identifiers, predominantly through a CVX intermediate. We achieved consensus on the selection of appropriate CVX codes for immunization identifiers in both the legacy systems and the future system. A breakdown of the immunization identifiers included in the linkage map and used during the migration process is included as ▶ Table 2.

Of the 127 immunization identifiers in the outpatient legacy systems, we excluded five legacy immunization identifiers from the linkage map. We excluded an additional five immunization identifiers from the future system. The excluded immunization identifiers and the justification for exclusion are shown in ▶ Table 3.

One exception and two branch points were incorporated into this map to handle special situations. The exception was handling of rho (D) immunoglobulin (RhoGAM) for which at that time there was no CVX code. This product was mapped directly between the systems, skipping the CVX code intermediate step. Branch points were developed for the handling of pneumococcal vaccinations (our outpatient legacy system used the same identifier for PCV-7 and PCV-13, we used the date of administration to categorize these products) and tetanus vaccinations (our outpatient legacy system used the same immunization identifier for Td and DT; we used patient age at time of administration to categorize these products). An excerpt from this linkage map (which includes both branch points) is included as ▶ Figure 2.

3.2 Scripted Data Entry

We extracted 502,095 immunization data points from our legacy systems. This data included records from 59,538 patients from two legacy systems. Using the scripted data entry process, we transferred 500,906 immunization records from the legacy systems into the future EMR. For those records that our process could not transfer, we determined the root cause that the record was not transferred (▶ Table 4). Patients included in the data transfer ranged from 1 day old to 110 years old (average age 32.3 years) and there were on average 8.4 vaccines per patient (range 1–237 vaccines). The manual chart review required approximately four hours by two of the authors working together to compare data in the three systems.

There was an extremely low rate of duplication alerts. The workflow we initially used to handle duplicate immunizations was a natural function of the future EMR and successfully prevented duplicates during testing. However, during the actual data transfer the duplication message was displayed inconsistently by the future EMR. By searching for duplicates within a report of all immunizations contained within the future EMR, we identified 10,171 duplicate immunizations after our migration. Of these, 3,015 should have triggered the duplication alert, because the immunization was already present in the future EMR (due to abstraction or receipt of vaccines at sites that had already transitioned). The remaining 7,155 were immunizations within the legacy system that were faithfully ‘reduplicated’ to the future EMR.

3.3 Process Evaluation

Because we had 25 machines performing data migration simultaneously, scripted data migration was performed in 16.8 real-time hours. From our experience entering 468 historical immunizations, we calculated that manual data entry in the future EMR took 9.5 seconds-per-record. The scripted data entry process performed this task at an overall rate of 2.47 seconds-per-record. However, because we used 25 virtual machines to perform the data migration, what would have taken six months for a skilled abstractor to accomplish (assuming eight hours a day and no breaks) was accomplished in about two workdays, or 1.2% of the total predicted time. Although we lack precise records, we estimate that it took our project team between 20 and 35 hours to design and test this process, and that the total cost of performing this migration to be at $35,000.
Our side-by-side comparison of the legacy data with the migration logs showed that all the extracted legacy data was accounted for during scripted migration process. There was no data loss or data corruption. There were no errors for the 50 randomly selected patients (457 immunizations) we subjected to manual chart review. There is a 1% chance that we found a sample of 457 vaccinations with no error if our data process had a 1% error rate (the bottom reported rate for manual data entry) [41]. We based our conclusion that the data has been appropriately migrated on our chart review, the migration log containing no unaccounted for data, and reports from our colleagues that the records are accurate.

Some data could not be transferred. The vast majority of data that was not transferred resulted from immunizations with invalid dates. A small portion of the extracted legacy data was not transferred because the immunization identifiers had been excluded from the crosswalk. This was included in our analysis because we did not exclude these records prior to starting the data migration. We elected to abandon this data in the legacy system because we had concerns with data validity. As an unexpected benefit of this process, we identified 52 patients through the patient validation alerts where the birthdate stored in a legacy system did not match the birthdate in the future EMR. This list of patients was forwarded to Health Information Management, which could contact families directly and determine each patient’s actual birthdate.

From reports of patient interactions throughout the first week after transitioning, we recognized that two subsets of immunizations were not originally extracted from the legacy systems. The first was from the outpatient legacy system and consisted of historical data entered after the first data extraction for immunizations administered before the first data extraction. Our SQL queries did not account for these immunizations. The second was the inpatient immunization data since the time of the first extraction, which was not extracted due to a miscommunication between the project team and the data extractors. We extracted these sets of data from the respective legacy systems and prepared them for scripted data entry. Using data exported from the future EMR we eliminated records already existing in the future EMR, and transferred 1,695 missed immunization records with no duplication errors.

4. Discussion

Using our system crosswalk and a scripted data entry process we appropriately transferred 99.16% of the immunization records extracted from two legacy systems into the future EMR with no data loss or corruption. We accomplished this data transfer in 16.8 hours and completed the migration of immunization data shortly after the transition between EMRs. Because we were continuing to provide immunizations throughout our transitioning process, it would be complicated to start manual chart abstraction before transitioning. It would then be necessary to abstract each patient’s immunization record in preparation for visits (days to weeks before anticipated visits or immediately for unanticipated visits). This is burdensome to the clinical staff, who would be involved in immunization data entry [42]. As most patients see their primary doctor yearly, we could potentially be entering legacy immunization data for a year or more after transitioning. While the actual cost of this project is difficult to separate from the total costs of our EMR installation, the fact that we can reuse this process for the other legacy systems in our health system speaks to its cost effectiveness.

We expected that the data entry would occur significantly faster than the 2.47 seconds-per-record and were initially surprised with this result. Some of this can be explained by a few records with prolonged times but the majority of this time was likely related to using a scripted process, which needed to wait for the EMR to refresh between steps. The data entry script paused while the EMR moved between screens but time measurement continued. We feel the improved time of this process is more representative of the number of virtual machines available than the effect on record entry time. While one could always find more people to perform manual data entry, the expense of finding and training these people may end up being cost prohibitive [42]. Virtual computers are relatively inexpensive and can be repurposed once data migration is complete.

We had anticipated many duplication alerts because the new EMR had been active at other sites in our health system for months. However, there were far fewer alerts than we expected due to the future EMR not consistently displaying the duplicate immunization alert. We could not identify the
reason why the duplication alert was triggered in some instances and not others despite attempts to investigate. We did not go back and remove the duplicate vaccines from the system. After discussions with clinicians and leadership, we ultimately decided that A) the re-duplicated vaccines were an accurate reflection of the legacy record, B) the new duplicates entered during this process would not adversely affect patient care, and C) the effort to remove these duplicates as part of the migration process would not justify the expense. As we had modified the process to prevent this in the future (and for our other legacy systems) we were satisfied with this solution.

We compared our results to manual chart abstraction because manual chart abstraction and data entry has been the traditional method of preserving immunization data. However, manual chart abstraction is time consuming and error prone [4, 23, 35, 36]. Estimates for clinical data entry error rates range from 1.0–26.9% with one article citing an immunization transcription error rate of 10.2% [4, 23-25, 43-47]. Using chart abstraction and manual data entry would require training the person/people performing the abstraction and developing a cost-effective data validation method. Additionally, for this method, we would still need an algorithm to map the historical immunizations to the future EMR because the data entry personnel would not be familiar with the future EMR. Developing this method and training the personnel would have taken at minimum the time and effort as it took for us to develop the map between the legacy systems and the future EMR using the CVX code bridge.

A better comparison point would have been an externally managed immunization repository (e.g. a state immunization registry). While our state has an immunization registry it is not comprehensive for childhood vaccines, did not yet support EMR reporting, and does not include adult vaccines [48, 49]. For states where the immunization registry is a patient’s ‘official’ immunization record, this type of external comparison may be possible. Immunization interfaces could have been developed and would have served as a lasting solution if we were planning to retain the use of our legacy systems. However, these take at least six months to build and were not needed for ongoing patient care.

From the initiation of this project, we were committed to using the CVX to bridge the immunization identifiers between systems. This linkage map may be an unnecessary step in systems that use the CVX standard inherently. However, our future EMR uses immunization identifiers linked to the medication orders and not to the CVX. In the end, using the CVX helped us to identify an immunization identifier that was missing from the future system. Additionally, because we are transitioning as a health system to one record, for legacy immunization data from other sites within our health system we will reuse this portion of the linkage map. To repeat this process on our other legacy systems we will
1. link the legacy identifiers to the CVX,
2. extract immunization data from the legacy system,
3. format for insertion,
4. remove duplicates by comparing against a future system data extraction, and
5. insert the data using the already functional scripted data entry process.

4.1 Limitations

Our process of mapping immunization data and automating transfer to a new EMR from a legacy EMR was developed and evaluated at a single hospital system. This process may work less well in environments where:
1. legacy systems lack specificity about the actual vaccine products that were administered;
2. have more frequent errors in immunization dates; or
3. lack a master patient index.

We selected as a comparison point the time it would take humans to perform this data entry. In our comparison we related the time to perform data entry to the predicted time it would take manual data entry personnel to perform data entry. This does not take into consideration the time it took for the project team to develop and test this process. We would favorably equate the time it took to develop and test this process with the time it would take to locate, retain, and train manual data entry personnel and with the time to develop an immunization interface.
We did not perform a formal cost analysis, which could have helped future organizations interested in reproducing this work. As this project was incorporated into the EMR migration, we did not have an itemized budget. The best we can report is that the approximated cost of this data transfer was significantly less than our prediction for a skilled healthcare worker to perform manual data entry.

We compared our results to published estimates for large-scale data entry, which may not accurately reflect the error rate were data entry to be performed during each patient’s visit. Comparing our process to other methods of automated immunization transfer between systems would have been interesting, but we could find no error rates for electronic transfer of immunization records to permit this analysis.

Finally, we calculated the rate of appropriate transfer using the immunizations extracted from the legacy system. Because our legacy systems did not intrinsically differentiate between immunizations and other data, it is impossible to be certain that we accounted for every immunization identifier. Our legacy system also did not differentiate test patients from actual patients and therefore we cannot be certain that none of the patients excluded with invalid MRNs represented real patients. Since the first week after EMR transition, we have not identified any new missing data nor heard of missing immunizations from other physicians within the health system. We will continue to investigate for erroneous entries and missing data with each facility we transition to our future EMR.

5. Conclusion

Transfer of immunization records from two of our legacy systems to our future EMR was completed via scripted data entry. This process was more efficient and more accurate than would be expected of manual chart abstraction and data entry and did not require a separate interface for each legacy system. We were able to adjust our process, account for duplicate vaccines, and enter residual data with minimal additional effort. Additionally, coordinating immunizations between systems helped to identify one immunization not accounted for within the future EMR and to identify patient birthdate discrepancies between our legacy systems and our future EMR.

Clinical Relevance Statement

This work helped us to develop a process for transferring data, which we plan to use with the remaining legacy systems within our healthcare system. Coordinating immunization identifiers using the CVX helped create a potentially reusable and sharable process. This data migration process could be employed by other health systems seeking to preserve legacy immunization records when transitioning between EMRs.
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram for historical immunization data entry into the future EMR. Each file contains multiple patients. Data insertion errors are indicated in the flow chart with italics. Immunizations triggering errors are logged but not transferred. * The future EMR’s duplication alert indicates one of (potentially many) immunizations entered was already present. However, other immunizations being entered may not be duplicates. To account for this, when a duplication error occurs, the immunization data for that patient are entered one-by-one (closing the record between insertions) to remove actual duplicates and appropriately handle other immunizations.
Fig. 2 Excerpt of the linkage map. The excerpt includes DTaP, tetanus (either Td or DT), varicella, pneumococcal, and influenza immunizations. The relationship between legacy system immunizations, the CVX intermediate and the future EMR is denoted by arrows. The branch points for tetanus and pneumococcal are demonstrated at the CVX intermediate level.
Table 1  Description of system alerts for the immunization migration process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient validation</td>
<td>No patient in the future EMR with a matching MRN AND matching date of birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosswalk validation</td>
<td>No match for a legacy system immunization identifier in the future EMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date validation (2 types)</td>
<td>• Recorded before birth: The immunization administration date in the legacy system is before the patient's birth date in the future system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recorded in future: The immunization administration date in the legacy system is after the date of the data transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate record</td>
<td>An immunization record already exists within the future EMR for the same administration date AND type of immunization as a legacy system immunization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2  Characteristics of systems involved in the migration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Immunization Identifiers</th>
<th>Included in Linkage Map</th>
<th>Used in migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legacy System 1</td>
<td>Outpatient</td>
<td>127*</td>
<td>122*</td>
<td>117*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy System 2</td>
<td>Inpatient</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future EMR</td>
<td>Inpatient/outpatient</td>
<td>68*</td>
<td>63*</td>
<td>44*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes RhoGAM, which had no CVX code
*Includes the ‘H. influenza type B (3 dose series)’, which we added to the future EMR to accurately reflect our legacy data
Table 3  Immunization identifiers excluded from the crosswalk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunization</th>
<th>Legacy System</th>
<th>Future EMR</th>
<th>Justification for exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purified protein derivative (PPD)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not a vaccine: The PPD is not an immunization, although it is sometimes treated as one [50]. The legacy system only provided the PPD administration date and PPD evaluation date, not the actual PPD result.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tdap, cocoon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Data validity concern: Tdap cocooning immunizations are given to new mothers (in some research protocols other caregivers), to protect newborns from pertussis [51]. We have 4800 births per year in our hospital system, yet only 19 ‘Tdap, cocoon’ instances, of which eight are recorded for men or women who were not of childbearing age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typhoid, generic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Data validity concern: We could not determine if the immunizations were oral typhoid or injectable typhoid and the follow-up for these immunizations is different [52]. Medical use concern: All patients with ‘typhoid’ immunizations recorded in our legacy system would need a booster before travelling again [52].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encephalitis, generic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Crosswalk validity concern: No CVX code for generic encephalitis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Influenza, specific formulations          | 0             | 4          | Legacy system drawback: The legacy systems immunization identifier for influenza did not differentiate preservative vs. preservative-free or whole vs. split product influenza. To decrease the complexity of data entry for seasonal influenza within the future EMR we used:  
  • 1 identifier for injectable influenza  
  • 1 identifier for intranasal influenza  
  • 1 identifier for high-dose influenza |

*Because PPD records were excluded before data extraction this data is not included in our analysis of the system crosswalk.

Table 4  Disposition of legacy immunization data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition of legacy immunization data</th>
<th>Immunization Count (%)</th>
<th>Patients affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Records transferred appropriately</td>
<td>500,906 (99.16%)</td>
<td>59,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unique immunization records</td>
<td>490,735 (97.7%)</td>
<td>59,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Legacy duplicate immunizations</td>
<td>7155 (1.43%)</td>
<td>3723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records transferred inappropriately</td>
<td>3015 (0.6%)</td>
<td>797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Novel duplicate immunizations</td>
<td>3015 (0.6%)*</td>
<td>797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records not transferred</td>
<td>1189 (0.24%)</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Patient validation error</td>
<td>334 (0.07%)</td>
<td>52*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Crosswalk validation error</td>
<td>73 (0.01%)</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Date validation error (before birth)</td>
<td>716 (0.14%)</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Date validation error (in future)</td>
<td>6 (0.00%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Duplication error</td>
<td>60 (0.01%)*</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All records</td>
<td>502,095 (100%)</td>
<td>59,538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* No immunization records were transferred for these patients. Lack of matching birthdates between the systems was the primary reason.  
* The duplication error alert did not occur during data migration for the vast majority of duplicate immunizations.
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